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WARHAMMER FANTASY 8.5 
 
Welcome to Warhammer Fantasy 8.5 edition. A 
Community Project updating the Warhammer 
Fantasy 8th edition to incorporate community 
requests and the most popular rule packs of 8th 
edition. Following are Errata for you to place in your 
Warhammer Fantasy 8th edition book to update it to 
8.5 edition. Alternatively, the WHFB 8.5 Battle Bible 
incorporates these changes seamlessly into the rules.  
 
Following the Errata is a series of Q&A clarifications; 
an amalgamation of the Games Workshop (GW) 
rulebook FAQ and frequently asked questions that 
the community had that weren’t addressed by GW 
(denoted by 8.5 after the question.) These Rule 
Clarifications address some unclear rules that 
occasionally come up. As there was an effort made 
not to modify the 8th edition rules unduly, rather that 
rewrite some of the rules unnecessarily, they are 
reproduced after the errata. 
 
To stay up to date with the Warhammer Fantasy 8.5 
Project, chat with the community, and  get the most 
current updates, Army Books, & Expansions, join the 
Warhammer Fantasy 8.5 Community Facebook page; 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1483795728606
274/ 
 
ERRATA 
Page 10 – Leadership Tests 
Add the following; “unmodified Leadership tests are taken on the 
highest leadership characteristic in the unit with no modifiers, 
either positive or negative.” 
 

Page 13 - 1” Apart 
Add to the end of the first Paragraph; “If at the start of its move a 
unit cannot go forward due to enemy units within 
1” but not in its front arc, nudge the enemy unit back by the 
shortest possible distance for the unit to advance.” 
 

Page 21- Flank and Rear Charges. 
Replace the fourth paragraph with; “If a charging unit straddles 
two zones, then the unit is considered to be in the zone where the 
closest part of a model in the target unit is.” 
 

Page 22 – Unusual Situations 
After the fourth sentence in the first paragraph add; “If it is not 
possible for either the charging unit or its target to close the door, 
you may fudge it by the target unit closing the door on the 
charging unit with a different arc that was initially charged.” 
 

Page 30 - Roll for Winds of Magic 
Add the following to the end of the first paragraph; "In a Grand 
Army, roll 4D6." 
 

Page 30 – Power Limit 
Replace the second sentence of the first paragraph with; “The 
maximum amount of power dice used in a magic phase cannot 
exceed 12; in a Grand Army, 24.” 
 

Page 30 - The Dispel Pool 
Add to the end of the first paragraph; “In a Grand Army, choose 
the two highest D6 rolls of the four Winds of Magic dice.” 
 
 
 
 

Page 33 – Irresistible Force 
Replace the second sentence of the first paragraph with; “The spell 
will be cast automatically and cannot be dispelled unless the 
opponent can dispel with irresistible force. If the spell is 
successfully dispelled, then the casting Wizard does not roll on the 
Miscast table when the spell is resolved. If the spell resolves, then 
you roll on the Miscast table.” 
 

Replace the second sentence of the seventh sentence with; “More 
importantly, a spell cast with irresistible force can only be dispelled 
with irresistible force itself by rolling two or more unmodified 6s 
on the dispel attempt.” 
 

Page 34 – Dispelling with Irresistible Force 
Remove from the first sentence “although it still cannot help if the 
spell was cast with Irresistible Force in the first place” 
 

Page 34 – Miscasts 
Add to the end of the second paragraph; "If more than 2 dice were 
used to cast the spell, apply a -1 modifier to the Miscast table; If 5 
or more dice were used, apply a -2 modifier instead. 
 

Page 48 - Who can strike? 
Add to the end of the first paragraph; “Models in base contact 
with the enemy or providing supporting attacks may always choose 
to fight the rank and file models in the enemy unit.” 
 

Page 51 - Remove Casualties. 
Add after the third paragraph; “Remove casualties so as to keep as 
many units as possible fighting as many units as possible. If you 
have to, you may ignore the requirement to remove equally from 
both ends of a single rank unit. But only when you have to! If the 
unit still drops out of base contact, the unit that is taking casualties 
can be also nudged to retain base contact. If units would still drop 
out of contact, the owner of the casualty-taking unit removes 
casualties normally, possibly deciding which units drop out of 
contact. Remember, a unit will never change frontage or contact 
new units as a result of a nudge, and that you should always only 
nudge the minimum distance needed to retain as many units in 
base contact as possible. Only units that take casualties or lose 
base contact may be nudged. Units can’t be nudged through other 
units or impassable terrain or buildings.” 
 

Page 54 – Steadfast 
Add to the end of the first paragraph; “A unit that is disrupted 
cannot be steadfast.” 
 

Page 57 - Move Pursuers 
At the end of the second paragraph add; “When pivoting in this 
case, you may move within 1” of a unit or impassable terrain. If 
however, you don’t roll high enough to move outside 1” of either 
the unit or impassable terrain that you pivoted over, then you do 
not move and the pursuit fails. 
 

Page 72 – Killing Blow 
Replace the first paragraph with; "If a model with the 'Killing Blow' 
special rule rolls a 6 to wound against an Infantry, Cavalry or 
Warbeast model, he automatically slays his opponent - regardless 
of the number of wounds on his Profile. Also, armour saves and 
regeneration saves may not be taken against a Killing Blow, 
regardless if the model is not a Infantry, Cavalry or Warbeast 
model. A Ward save can be attempted - if passed, the ward save 
prevents all damage from the Killing Blow." 
 
Replace the second paragraph with; "Killing Blow does not affect 
Swarms as they are too numerous for a well-placed strike to slay 
them all." 
 

Page 72 – Large Target 
Replace the second sentence with; “Large Targets cannot claim 
cover modifiers except for those provided by a Forest, other Large 
Targets, or Infinitely tall terrain” 
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Page 74 - Random Movement 
Add to the end of the second paragraph; “Models with the Random 
Movement special rule may not end their initial pivot within 1″ of 
other units, unless the direction they choose to pivot in would 
bring them into contact with an enemy unit either with the pivot 
or a 1″ move forward, in which case they charge it. You may fudge 
them into contact.” 
 

Page 76 – Stubborn 
Replace the first sentence with; “Stubborn units takes Break tests 
without applying the difference in the combat result scores.” 
 

Page 77 - Skimishers and Charging 
Replace the first paragraph with; “If skirmishers declare a charge 
(or a charge reaction that does not involve fleeing) they tighten 
their loose formation once the enemy unit makes contact with the 
skirmishing unit. This happens ‘for free’ at the moment the two 
units touch. The skirmishing unit then contracts around the model 
in base contact with the enemy. If both units are skirmishers, then 
the unit receiving the charge contracts first before the charging 
unit does so. The charging unit may then continue to wheel. 
 

Page 78 – Terror 
Add to the end of the second paragraph; “If a unit wants to charge 
a Terror causing unit, it must take a Leadership test. If it fails then 
the unit counts as having failed the charge. If the unit would have 
contacted its target even with its failed charge movement, it instead 
stops 1" away from the target.” 
 

Page 78 – Unstable 
Add to the end of the third paragraph; “If a unit is steadfast, then 
it may reduce the amount of wounds by its Rank Bonus, +1 if the 
unit has a Standard.” 
 
Page 79 – Ambushers 
Change the first sentence of the second paragraph to; “A unit with 
the Ambushers rule can choose to not deploy at the start of the 
battle.” 
 

Page 93 – Look Out Sir! 
Replace the first sentence with; “If a unit is hit by a template, 
cannonball, then a champion/character may be warned or 
physically moved out of harm’s way by a colleague. If the unit is 
hit by a Direct Damage spell that can kill models with no saves of 
any kind allowed, then only one model may be warned (no other 
Direct Damage spells allow 'Look Out Sir!" unless it is also a 
template.) 
 

Page 105 –Ridden Monsters, Templates 
Remove; the reference to cannonballs 
 

Page 112 - Cannons, Choose Target 
At the end of the third paragraph add; “Cannonballs cannot hit a 
target which is out of Line of Sight of the Cannon.” 
 

Page 116 – Battlefield Terrain 
Add; “Hills, Buildings and Impassable Terrain count as being 
infinitely tall and block line of sight.” 
 

Page 116 – Battlefield Terrain 
Add; “Ruins count as Hard Cover and count as Dangerous Terrain 
for Cavalry & Chariots. No unit with the majority of its models in 
it can be steadfast; Skirmishers in a ruin are Stubborn” 
 

Page 120 – Rivers 
Replace references to Rivers with Rivers, Swamps, & Water 
Features 
 

Page 134 – Lords 
Replace entry with “Exalted, In a Grand Army you may spend up 
to 25% of your points on the following characters; Nagash – 
Supreme Lord of the Undead, Karl Franz Ascendant, Malekith – 
The Phoenix/Eternity King, Imrik – Crown Prince of Caledor, 
Archaon Everchosen. 
 

Page 134 – Heroes 
Replace entry with; “You can spend up to 50% of your points on 
Lords and Heroes” 

 

Page 135 – Army Selection Summary Table 
Replace the Lords entry with “Exalted” Replace Heroes with 
“Lords & Heroes – up to 50%” 
 
 

Page 143 – Victory Points, Dead or Fled 
Add a second paragraph; “Fleeing units at the end of the game 
count as destroyed.” 
 

Page 143 – Victory Points, Summoned Units 
Add after ‘Underdog challenge’; “Units that are summoned from 
the Lore of Undeath give up victory points as if they were part of 
the players army.” 
 

Page 146 – Battle for the Pass, Deployment 
Add at the end of the first paragraph; “In the centre of the table 
there is an objective. If at the end of the game, a player has a unit 
within 6” of this point and his opponent does not, then the player 
receives bonus Victory Points equal to 20% of the points being 
played.” 
 

Page 148 – Blood & Glory, Victory Conditions 
Change the paragraph to; “The first army to break the enemy 
receives bonus Victory Points equal to 20% of the points being 
played. Use Victory Points to determine the winner of the battle. 
 

Page 148 – Blood & Glory, Fortitude 
Add the following to the end of the first paragraph; “If at any 
time; all the remaining fortitude in the army is located in a single 
unit, the army is considered broken.” 
 

Page 149 – Meeting Engagement, Deployment 
Replace the Second sentence of the first paragraph with; “The 
players roll off and the winner chooses the two opposite corners 
to be used, the other player then decides which half each will 
deploy in.” 
 

Page 150 – The Watchtower 
Replace all references to the Watchtower with; “a Forest, Swamp 
or a Ruin in the centre of the table.” 
 

Page 150 – The Watchtower, Victory Conditions. 
Change the paragraph to; “At the end of the battle, the side that 
has a unit in the terrain piece or is closest to the terrain piece if 
there are no units within it gains bonus Victory Points equal to 
20% of the points being played. If multiple units from different 
players are within the terrain piece, then the player with the unit 
with the most static combat resolution receives the points. Use 
Victory Points to determine the winner of the battle. 
 

Page 162 – Spell Generation, Signature Spells 
Replace the third sentence of the first paragraph with “A wizard 
that rolls for spells automatically knows a single signature spell of 
the lore that they have chosen. If the lore does not have a 
signature spell, then the wizard knows the first spell in that lore. In 
which case, if you roll a 1 when generating spells, roll again until 
you don’t roll a 1.” 
 

Page 164 – The Lore of Fire, Flame Storm 
Replace the second sentence with; “All models hit by the template 
suffer a Strength 5 hit.” 
 

Page 171 – Lore of Death 
Swap Spirit Leech to be the First Spell and Aspect of the 
Dreadknight to be the Signature spell. 
 

Page 171 – Lore of Death, Soulblight 
Change the Second Sentence to read; “The Wizard can choose to 
have this spell target all enemy units within 12” – In which case 
the casting value is 18+” 
 

Page 175 –Standards, Banner of Discipline 
Add; “If the General is in the unit; he may not use the +1 
Leadership for Inspiring Presence.” 
 

Page 177 –Items, Crown of Command 
Change the entry to; “The bearer and his unit may reroll 
Leadership Tests”
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RULE CLARIFICATIONS 
 

 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
 
Q: What happens when there is a conflict between two magic items or special rules? GW (p2) 
A: Use ‘The Most Important Rule’ 
 
Q: Can I measure distances and ranges at any time and for any reason? GW (p6) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is a model considered to be in base contact with itself? GW (var) 
A: No. 
 
Q: If a model is granted a re-roll To Hit from a special rule such as Hatred but the model they are attacking has a special 
rule, magic item etc. that forces successful To Hit rolls to be re-rolled, how is this dealt with? GW (p7) 
A: They cancel each other out and no re-rolls are made for as long as both special rules are in effect. 
 
Q: How should a template be held or placed above a unit or the battlefield? GW (p9) 
A: It should be as close to the battlefield or unit as possible, trying to gain an advantage by doing 
otherwise simply isn’t in the spirit of the game! 
 
Q: Will a unit automatically pass a characteristic test if any model in the unit has the ability to do so? GW (p10) 
A: No, every model in the unit must have the ability to automatically pass the characteristic test for the 
unit to pass it automatically. 
 
Q. For characteristic tests, is the best value in the unit always used? GW (p10) 
A. If the unit is required to take a characteristic test, the best value in the unit is used. If every model in a 
unit is required to take a characteristic test, then each model uses its own best value instead. 
 
Q: If a unit taking a Leadership test has a modifier to its Leadership, will this modifier still apply if the unit uses the 
General’s Leadership, because of the Inspiring Presence special rule for example? GW (p10) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Does a unit that has a LD of ‘0’ or ‘-’ automatically fail Leadership tests? GW (p10) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When taking a Leadership test, sometimes you have to take it on your unmodified Leadership. What is your 
unmodified Leadership? GW (p10) 
A: Your unmodified Leadership is the highest Leadership characteristic in the unit. So the Leadership 
from any characters in the unit itself (but not from outside the unit, from Inspiring Presence for 
example) with a higher Leadership can be used unless specifically stated otherwise. 
 
Q: Do you always round any fractions up? ETC (p7) 
A: Yes, except for unit prices and victory points awarded 
 
Q: Is there any connection between line of sight and front arc? ETC (p10) 
A: Yes, line of sight can only be drawn within your front arc. 
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MODELS AND UNITS 
 
Q: When a model has a random characteristic value, 3D6 or 2D6+2 for example, can that characteristic go above 10? 
GW (p3) 
A: Yes, this is an exception to the usual maximum. 
 
Q: Does a magic item or spell that gives a bonus to a characteristic, do so bonus for all rules purposes (e.g. the effect of 
spells, characteristic tests, etc)? GW (p4) 
A: Yes, except for magic weapons or where the description of the item or spell specifically says 
otherwise. 
 
Q: Does a weapon that gives a bonus to a characteristic only give that bonus when being used to attack a model? GW (p4) 
A: Most weapons, including magic weapons, state when the bonus is given. For example, a model with 
the Fencer’s Blades will always have Weapon Skill 10 whilst a model with a great weapon will only have 
+2 Strength when striking an enemy in close combat. When a weapon does not say when the 
characteristic bonus applies, then it only applies when striking, or being struck, in close combat. 
 
 
MOVEMENT PHASE 
 
Q: When a unit is wheeling, do you measure the distance moved by the outside model of the front rank? GW (p14) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Once a unit has declared a Flee! charge reaction, or if it is already fleeing at the start of the movement phase, must it 
declare and resolve a Flee! charge reaction for every subsequent charge declared against it that turn? GW (p17) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If multiple units have declared a charge against a unit that has chosen a Flee! Charge response, can they all attempt to 
redirect their charge if there is another viable target in range? GW (p18) 
A: Yes. The controlling player chooses in which order to try and redirect his charging units. 
 
Q: If I can only maximise the number of models fighting by contacting another enemy unit, must I declare a charge against 
that unit? GW (p20) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can a fleeing model dispel spells or use magic items? GW (p24) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can a unit near or on the board edge pivot (or wheel) so that part of the unit (or its base) is temporarily off of the 
board? GW (p27) 
A: Yes, though it is not allowed to end its movement with part of the unit (or its base) off the board. 
 
Q: If a charging unit straddles two zones (and equal numbers of models in the front rank straddle both zones or consists of 
one model); how do you determine which zone it is in? (p21) 
A: In this case, the part of the charging unit that is closest to its target determines which charge zone it is 
in. If this is still unclear, randomize. 
 
Q: How many characters may charge out of a unit per phase? (p101) 
A: You may only charge one character out of a unit per phase. 
 
Q: Can a character move further than its move distance when joining a unit? (p97) 
A: Characters must be placed in front rank of unit it is joining. If this exceeds its normal move or march 
(if marching), it may only move by minimum necessary to enter the front rank. 
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Q: While charging, do I have to maximize frontage or supporting attacks? ETC (p20) 
A: Neither. You only have to maximize the number of models in base-to-base contact. You don’t have to 
maximize individual model’s or unit’s base to base contacts, as long as maximum amount of models is in 
contact with 1 or more models. 
 
Q: Can a character charge out from the second rank or further ranks? If yes, what Line of Sight and Front Arc does he 
use? Can he start wheeling inside the unit? Can he charge if he can’t clear the unit before hitting the enemy? What happens 
if he fails a charge and can’t clear obstructions (like his own unit)? ETC (p101) 
A: Yes. He uses just his own Line of Sight and Front Arc. He can wheel and move inside the unit. No. 
The unit and character stay in place, and both are treated as failing a charge 
 
Q: What is an impossible charge? ETC (p16) 
A: For considering whether a charge is possible take into account the current position of charger and 
target, as well as any other charge or reaction already declared. This means you may charge a unit despite 
it having 100% odds of escaping with a flee reaction 
 
Q: Do characters charging out of a unit with a bonus to Movement or charge move benefit from the bonus? ETC (p101) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Non-marching character joins a unit that marched. Can the character shoot? ETC (p97) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Can a character leave a unit after it performs a swift reform? ETC (p101) 
A: No. 
 
Q: What happens when you successfully charge a unit which is destroyed or panics while moving the charger into btb contact 
(for ex.  due to Fanatics)? What do units whose opponents are destroyed before the Close Combat Phase do? ETC (p20) 
A: Finish the charge before moving the charged unit. Any panicked unit is destroyed. In all cases, the 
remaining unit counts as engaged until the Close Combat Phase and is allowed to reform or overrun as if 
the unit was destroyed in close combat 
 
Q: How do you measure the movement spent by Skirmishers or Fast Cavalry that makes an attack during its movement 
(Like Screamers, Terradons or Hexwraiths)? ETC (p26) 
A: Measure the distance each individual model moves, from its starting position to a position where it is 
over/through the target unit and then to its final, legal position. The total distance a model moved cannot 
go over its Movement value, or double that when marching. Free reforms cannot grant any extra 
Movement during the attack. Terradons and Screamers need only 1 model to clip the target unit for all to 
attack. Generally speaking: Fast Cavalry free reforms not counting for spent movement is a rule only used 
for gaming convenience. Whenever a fast cavalry attempts to do something in a space it occupies, like 
trigger Fanatics, it has to spend movement to reach this space 
 
Q: When are charge redirects declared? ETC (p18) 
A: Each time the charged unit flees for any reason, immediately after resolving the flee move and any 
Panic tests, Dangerous Terrain tests and so on, declare whether or not to redirect 
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Q: Does the whole unit always stand & shoot at the maximum range of the shortest ranged weapon present in the unit, even 
if nobody uses it? Is cover determined as if the charger was in the range of the shortest ranged weapon? ETC (p17) 
A: Yes. No, cover and LoS are checked only from the charger’s initial position. 
 
Q: What sort of moves trigger Fulminating Flame Cage, Usirian’s Incantation of Vengeance, Net of Amyntok, Venom 
Thicket and Dreadquake Mortar’s Quake? What sort doesn’t? ETC (p26) 
A: They are triggered by Stupidity failure, Charge, Failed Charge, Compulsory Movement, Movement 
during the Remaining Moves Subphase (or as in this subphase), Flight, Pursuit (and Overrun) and 
Reform. The Wolf Hunts, Bestial Surge and Screaming Bell’s move effect trigger it. They are not triggered 
by things not listed here. 
 
Q: Can charging flyers perform door closing above units or terrain? 
A: Yes, they don’t land until the door closing is done. ETC (p70) 
 
Q: Can strange shooty contraptions Stand & Shoot if they’re not specifically forbidden from doing so? ETC (p17) 
A: Yes, except Doomwheel and Arrow of Kurnous. This includes at least the Pigeon Bomb, Gyro’s 
Steam Gun, Brass Orb and Death Globe. Note that none of these are Quick to Fire. Any templates must 
be placed so they at least scratch the target. If they hit the charger, they can hit other unengaged enemies 
too. 
 
 
MAGIC PHASE 
 
Q: What happens if a Wizard loses one or more Wizard levels? GW (p28) 
A: Whenever a Wizard loses one or Wizard levels, he instantly forgets a single spell for each Wizard level 
lost, chosen at random from those he knows. 
 
Q: Can a model lose Wizard levels granted by a magic item? GW (p28) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can Bound Spells be forgotten if a Wizard loses a Wizard level? GW (p28) 
A: No. If a model has loses a Wizard level and has a selection of ‘normal’ and bound spells, do not 
include the bound spells when randomising which are forgotten. 
 
Q: If a Wizard has had his level reduced to 0 does he still counts as a Wizard and can he still attempt to channel Power 
and Dispel dice? GW (p28) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do dice that have been ‘removed’ from the pool to cast a spell still count against the power limit? GW (p30) 
A: Yes. They count against the power limit until the moment they are rolled, at which point they are 
‘used up’ and no longer count against the power limit. 
 
Q: If I have a special rule that generates power or dispel dice at that doesn’t state when they are added or specifies they are 
added at the start of the Magic phase, when are these dice added to the pool? GW (p30) 
A: They are added after rolling for the Winds of Magic but before any casting attempts have been made. 
 
Q: Can I use more than 12 power or dispel dice in a phase even though the pool is limited to 12? GW (p30) 
A: Yes. While the pool can never contain more than 12 power or dispel dice at any one time, some 
abilities can generate more dice part way through a Magic phase. 
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Q: If a Wizard has had his level reduced to 0 and he still knows one or more spells, can he attempt to cast them? GW 
(p31) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Do ranged direct damage spells that use a template have to target an enemy unit? GW (p31) 
A: Yes, the template must be placed over the target enemy unit. 
 
Q: Can direct damage spells be used in such a way that they affect friendly models? GW (p31) 
A: No. A direct damage spell can’t be used in a way that deliberately affects a friendly model (though 
they may end up scattering onto a friendly model and affecting it in that way).  
 
Q: When targeting a unit with a small or large round template, must the whole template be within the maximum range of 
the spell? GW (p31) 
A: No, the hole in the centre of the template must be within range. 
 
Q: Can magical vortex spells be used in such a way that they affect friendly models? GW (p31) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can models choose to voluntarily move into/through a magical vortex? GW (p31) 
A: No. 
 
Q: What happens to models that are forced to move into / through a magical vortex due to Compulsory Movement or other 
such effects? GW (p31) 
A: As soon as the unit makes contact with the Magical Vortex it suffers the full effects of the spell (in the 
case of a spell that affects all models hit, every model whose base would pass into/through the vortex is 
affected by the spell). Surviving models are then placed 1" beyond the template and their movement 
ends.  
 
Q: Do bonus power dice, which are added to those taken from the power pool when a Wizard casts a spell, count when 
working out if a spell fails due to the Not Enough Power rule? GW (p32) 
A: Yes, regardless of when these dice are added. The exception to this rule is that it does not include any 
dice that are specifically stated as not being power dice (such as Night Goblin’s Magic Mushroom dice). 
 
Q: Some magical items and special rules cause a miscast to occur on casting rolls other than that of a double six. For 
example, you might have to roll on the Miscast table if you roll any double. When this occurs, is the spell still cast? GW 
(p34) 
A: Yes, as long as the casting value is met. 
 
Q: Is damage caused by a miscast counted as a spell? Can a model with Magic Resistance add it to its ward save against 
it? GW (p34) 
A: No to both questions. 
 
Q: Can there ever be more than one attempt at dispelling a spell per magic phase? Can a Wizard use a scroll if it isn’t 
allowed to make a dispel attempt, for example the spell was cast with irresistible force or the wizard has previously failed to 
dispel a spell that turn? GW (p35) 
A: No to both questions. 
 
Q: If a magical vortex ends its move over a unit it is placed 1” beyond the unit. If this is also over a unit should it be placed 
1” beyond that unit, repeating the process until it is not touching any models? When this happens, I assume models between 
where the magical vortex ended its move and where the template is placed are not affected by the spell? GW (p36) 
A: Yes to both questions. 
 
Q: Are units that move through the template for a magical vortex affected by it? GW (p36) 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Does a remains in play spell end if the Wizard who cast it has his Wizard level reduced to 0 or if he forgets the spell? 
GW (p36) 
A: No. 
 
Q: If I am dispelling a boosted remains in play spell, what value do I need to beat to dispel it? GW (p36) 
A: You will need to beat the basic casting value of the spell (not the boosted casting value). 
 
Q: A Wizard is not allowed to cast the same spell twice. However, if he has a Magic Item capable of casting that spell as a 
bound spell, can he still use it to cast the same spell again? GW (p37) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a bound spell is from a Lore of Magic with a lore attribute, will the successful casting of the bound spell also trigger 
the lore attribute? GW (p37) 
A: Yes. It is worth noting that some lore attributes effects targets the Wizard casting the spell. In the case 
of Bound Spells it will target whoever is casting the spell instead. 
 
Q: What are the targeting restrictions of spells in Army books released prior to 8th edition? (p31) 
A: All spells in army books that were released prior to 8th Edition will follow the normal targeting 
restrictions set out for all spells as per the Main Rule Book. Except when the wording of the spell directly 
contradicts these restrictions.  
 
Q: Does open ground count as a type of terrain for the spell Curse of Anraheir ? (p165) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Can Birona’s Timewarp increase a units movement value above 10? (p167) 
A: No, the maximum is 10, so the maximum march move would be 20” 
 
Q: How does Glean Magic apply to units that know certain spells due to its special rules? (p162) 
A: Glean Magic removes a spell from all models in a unit that acts as a Wizard (e.g. Doomfire Warlocks, 
Sisters of the Thorn, Pink Horrors etc). 
 
Q: Can models who only know ‘fixed’ spells generate spells from the Lore of Undeath? 
A: No 
 
Q: Can Characters summoned by Lore of Undeath join other units? How about Undead units? 
A: Characters summoned by Lore of Undeath may not join undead units. 
 
Q: How do spells that force characteristic tests(like Purple Sun or Dwellers) affect multipart models? ETC (p10) 
A: Each part of the model tests on its own characteristic and suffers the effects if it fails. Note: This 
Q&A doesn’t concern Warpflame or Final Transmutation. 
 
Q: Do spells affecting a model affect its Stomps or Breath Weapons? ETC (p31) 
A: Yes, although Special Rules granted still have no effect on Stomps or Breath Weapons. 
 
Q: Do the effects of multiple copies of the same spell stack? ETC (p31) 
A: Yes. Net of Amyntok or Pha’s Protection for example would require two tests each time 
 
Q: Can you increase basic Movement Allowance beyond 10 with Birona’s Timewarp? ETC (p167) 
A: No. 
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Q: Does “unmodified” mean anything in Metal’s attribute Metalshifting? ETC (p166) 
A: No. Ignore it and use whatever armour save the model would normally use 
 
Q: If a unit with alternative miscasts effects (such as Pink Horrors) is forced to roll on the miscast table, does it use its 
own alternative miscast effect instead? ETC (p34) 
A: Yes. Hellhearts and similar cause Horror units to take 2D6 S10, Doomfire Warlocks D3 wounds, and 
so on. 
 

 

SHOOTING PHASE                                                                           

Q: What will the To Hit modifier be for shooting at a unit in a building with the Skirmishers special rule? GW (p40) 
A: It will be -3 in total. -2 for being in hard cover and -1 for having the Skirmishers special rule. 
 
Q: When hits, other than from shooting and close combat attacks, are inflicted upon a unit how are these hits resolved? 
GW (p42) 
A: As per the ‘Resolving Unusual Attacks’ box. Note that all hits resolved in this way will count as 
shooting attacks for working out who is hit. 
 
Q: Do special rules that can inflict hits in close combat, such as Stomp and Breath Weapons, count as close combat 
attacks? GW (p42) 
A: No they count as an unusual attack and will be distributed as a shooting attack. 
 
Q: When a unit has multiple toughness values or armour saves do you use the value of the majority or in the case of a tie, 
the best GW (p42) 
A: Yes, unless specified otherwise. 
 
Q: A war machine is wounded by a hit with the Multiple Wounds rule. Is the number of Wounds lost limited to 1? GW 
(p45) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Do Buildings count as terrain that would in reality stand in way of a cannonball shot? (p112) 
A: Yes, all buildings count as “impassable terrain that would in reality stand in the way of the shot” as far 
as cannon balls are concerned. They will not bounce through them. They stop on the building and inflict 
hits upon any unit garrisoning the building. Also all impassable terrain will stop cannon balls.  
 
Q: Do Cannons need line of sight to the spot on the ground they are targeting? (p112) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Can units that shoot in a similar manner to war machines, such as Ironblasters and Hellcannons, pivot in the shooting 
phase? (p109) 
A: No, they have an arc instead. 
 
Q: When a model making a shot using the Sniper rule, will the shot still suffer a -2 modifier for hard cover if the target 
model is 50% obscured by any other model, even a model inside the target’s own unit.? (p75) 
A: Yes. This -2 modifier is on top of the -1 modifier for making a sniper shot. 
 
Q: What happens if a unit needs 7+ to hit and is under an effect that forces it to reroll 6’s to hit? ETC (p40) 
A: Reroll all natural 6’s both in the first roll and in the second. 
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CLOSE COMBAT PHASE 

Q: Does a model with a shield get the armour save bonus in combat if it can’t use it? For example it is using a weapon 
that requires two hands? GW (p43) 
A: No. 
 
Q: When a model has multiple pieces of armour are the armour saves always combined? GW (p43) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Usually models are removed from the rear rank in combat when slain. However if a model has to be removed from a 
fighting rank as there are no others to replace them – for example a unit champion or character – will another model 
immediately fill the gap? GW (p51) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When a unit flees ‘directly away’ from another, does this mean that you turn the unit about its centre, so that it will flee 
directly away from the centre of the unit it is fleeing from? (p57)A: Yes.Q: If a unit charges into combat and, on the turn it 
charges, the last of the enemy unit it is fighting are removed as casualties due to Daemonic Instability, the Unstable special 
rule, Cornered Rats or as a result of a War Machine failing its Break test, does the charging unit get to make an Overrun 
move? GW (p57) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a unit charges into combat and, on the turn it charges, the last of the enemy unit it is fighting are removed as 
casualties due to Daemonic Instability, the Unstable special rule, Cornered Rats or as a result of a War Machine failing its 
Break test, does the charging unit get to make an Overrun move? GW (p58). 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If I charge an enemy and they are wiped out before the Close Combat phase, can I choose to either Overrun or Reform 
From Victory? If I can, when does this occur? GW (p58) 
A: Yes. This occurs at the start of the Close Combat phase before any blows have been struck. 
 
Q: Models may “slide” sideways as part of a Combat Reform as long as no model is taken out of combat? (p55) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Can a Character model may make way at the start of any round of close combat? (p100) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Can a model in a challenge be affected by any enemy breath weapons or impact hits done by models from outside the 
challenge? (p102) 
A: No 
 
Q: Can a model have a WS of 0? How does this work regarding to hit rolls? ETC (p50) 
A: Yes. Regardless of any to hit modifier, it will hit on 6’s and be automatically hit in close combat. Models or their 
parts with no written attacks still cannot gain or make any normal attacks. 
 
 
PANIC 
 
Q: If a unit fails a Panic test brought about by heavy casualties, and there is nothing to flee from (for example the damage 
caused by a miscast from a Wizard in the unit) in which direction should the unit flee? GW (p63) 
A: Pivot the unit on the spot (ignoring other units) so that it is facing directly away from the closest 
enemy unit. 
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TERRAN & BUILDINGS 
 
Q: Can units on infinitely tall terrain see over other infinitely tall terrain? (p116) 
A: No 
 
Q: Can units on an infinitely tall terrain piece ignore cover modifiers for intervening terrain or units and vice versa? (p116) 
A: Yes, unless the units that are being shot through are on infinitely tall terrain or the terrain is infinitely 
tall itself. 
 
Q: Can a unit swift reform into a building if any model in the unit would move more than double its normal move? (p126) 
A: No 
 
Q: Do chariots suffer D6 individual wounds or 1 wound with the Multiple Wounds (D6) special rule after failing a 
Dangerous Terrain? ETC (p117) 
A: They suffer D6 individual wounds. 
 
 
MAGIC ITEMS 
 
Q: Do all attacks made with Paired Weapons (including the Extra Attack), use all of the Paired Weapon’s special 
rules/bonuses? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a character equipped with the Charmed Shield suffers a Wound from an attack that doesn’t specifically cause hits 
(such as from the Lore of Death’s Spirit Leech, or a Tomb Banshee’s Ghostly Howl), can he still attempt to discount the 
first Wound from such an attack on a 2+? GW (Reference) 
A: No. The Charmed Shield only works against attacks that cause hits. 
 
Q: If the General is in a unit with the Standard of Discipline will he gain +1 Leadership and then be able to pass it onto 
his unit (because he is in it) as well as other units in range of the Inspiring Presence special rule? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can a Wizard, who has had his Wizard level reduced to 0, still use any arcane items that he has? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What happens if Sivejir’s Hex Scroll is used against a spell cast by a model without a Wizard level? GW (Reference) 
A: Nothing, the scroll only works against models with a Wizard level. 
 
Q: If a unit with missile weapons has the Razor Standard, do their shooting attacks have the Armour Piercing special rule? 
GW (Reference) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can an army include more than one of the same magic item (for example the Dispel Scroll)? GW (Reference) 
A: No. 
 
Q: What happens if a magic item is destroyed by any means? GW (Reference) 
A: All of the rules, bonuses, etc. granted by that magic item are lost, and have no further effect on the 
battle. 
 
Q: GW Can Fozzrik’s Folding Fortress be destroyed by spells or special rule that destroy magic items? (Reference) 
A: Only if the spell or special rule activates before it is placed. 
 
Q: As Fleeing models cannot use magic items, does this include items that the bearer has no choice in using? (p24) 
A: No, this does not include items that the bearer has no choice in using. For example magical armour 
that gives armour save, Talisman that gives a ward save etc.  
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Q: Does the Ironcurse Icon work against all Weapons that fire like a War Machine? (p177) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Do Rank and File models affected by The Other Trickster’s Shard considered to be a separate targets to the other Rank 
and File models in the unit. 
A: Yes, you may target these “Sharded” models if possible, following normal targeting restrictions, and all 
casualties are still removed from the rear  of the unit (it is possible to kill through them killing more than 
the model in base contact). 
  
Q: Do wounds from rank & file models affected by the Other Trickster’s Shard carry over to unsharded models? Does the 
OTS affect Impact Hits, Stomps and similar? ETC (p177) 
A: Yes. Yes, but only if the hit is allocated to a sharded model. Always allocate all hits to sharded units, 
even if they have 5 or more r&f, though you still can’t allocate hits to champions or characters if you 
normally weren’t able. 
 
Q: Can a model ever benefit from a magic weapon or shield it is carrying but not currently wielding? Can you use a one use 
only magic shield as a shield after its special effects have been used? ETC (p173) 
A: No, this overrides the GW faq on Fencer’s Blade. Yes. 
 
Q: Can a magic weapon ever gain Flaming Attacks or Poisoned Attacks where the magic weapon itself does not confer such 
benefit? ETC (p173) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Does a Wizard turn into a frog if the Sivejir’s Hex Scroll is used on him while casting Transformation of Kadon? Is 
any mount transformed too? Does his unit type change? ETC (p176) 
A: Yes. Yes, unless the mount can be targeted separately. No. 
 
Q: Does Scroll of Shielding protect every target of the spell? And all the Comet of Cassandora victims (ie: Does the Comet of 
Cassandora target the affected units)? ETC (p176) 
A: Yes, to all questions. 
 
Q: Does Ironcurse Icon work against Anvil of Doom? Does it work against weapons that fire like war machines? ETC 
(p177) 
A: No. Yes. Among others, this includes anything that is fired or whose shots are resolved “like a Bolt 
Thrower” 
 
Q: Fleeing models can’t use magic items. What does that mean? ETC (p24 - GWFAQ) 
A: They can’t use any items that require an activation decision, such as scrolls and potions. They can still 
use any items that have triggered effect (Charmed Shield, Gleaming Pennant) or constant effect (Talisman 
of Preservation) 
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TROOP TYPES 
 
Q: Can a Chariot move backwards and sideways? GW (p86) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Where there are references to monstrous infantry/cavalry/beasts does this mean just monstrous infantry, monstrous 
cavalry and monstrous beasts (and not ‘ordinary’ cavalry and beasts)? GW (various) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do I need 5 Monstrous Infantry/Cavalry/Beasts to gain Look Out, Sir! ? ETC (p93) 
A: Yes, excluding special cases like Look-out Gnoblars 
 
 
WEAPONS 
 
Q: If a model gets a Strength bonus ‘in the first round of combat’ does this mean it only receives the bonus once per battle? 
And does it receive the bonus against a new enemy that charges it while it is already fighting in an ongoing combat? GW 
(p90) 
A: No to both questions. 
 
 
COMMAND GROUPS 
Q: Does the ‘Look Out Sir’ special rule apply against all spells that use templates? GW (p93) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can a Standard Bearer use a weapon that requires two hands? Can he use an additional hand weapon? GW (p94) 
A: Yes to both questions. 
 
Q: Do enemy unit champions count as characters? GW (p93/96) 
A: No. 
 
 
WAR MACHINES 
 
Q: Does a bolt thrower require two or more crew remaining to fire? GW (p111) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Do I need 5 Monstrous Infantry/Cavalry/Beasts to gain Look Out, Sir! ? ETC (p93) 
A: Yes, excluding special cases like Look-out Gnoblars 
 
Q: Does a War Machine have front, side and rear arcs? Can they charge with Random Movement? ETC (p109) 
A: No, war machines don’t have arcs for any gaming purpose. No. 
 
Q: Do existing wounds on R&F models help cannons and bolt throwers penetrate monstrous units? ETC (p111 & p113) 
A: Yes. If an Ogre unit has 2 existing wounds, a cannonball needs to do only 1 wound to penetrate to the 
next ogre. And if the cannon rolls 3 or more, the 2 existing  wounds remain on the unit and make the 
penetration to the third ogre easier too. 
 
Q: Are weapons that fire like Fire Throwers flaming attacks? ETC (p114) 
A: Yes. This includes Salamander and Exalted flamers. 
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SPECIAL RULES 
 
Q: Are upgrades bought for characters from army specific lists which aren’t magic items or equipment (such as Vampiric 
Powers or Deamonic Gifts) special rules? GW (p66) 
A: Yes, unless specifically stated otherwise in an entry. 
 
Q: Do Breath Weapon hits benefit from any other special rules, equipment or magic items of the model that inflicts the hits? 
GW (p67) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Does a model with the Ethereal special rule still have to take a Leadership test see if it is affected by Stupidity, or to 
march if an enemy is within 8” (as failing may slow its move)? GW (p68) 
A: Yes to both questions.  
 
Q: If a model with the Ethereal and Unstable special rules loses combat, does it suffer an extra Wound for every point it 
lost combat by? GW (p68) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What are ‘magical attacks’? GW (p68) 
A: All attacks made by spells and magic items are considered to be magical attacks, as are all attacks that 
are specifically noted as being magical attacks. Shots fired from magical items are also considered to be 
magical attacks, unless their description specifically states otherwise. Hits inflicted by rolls on the Miscast 
table are treated as magical attacks. 
 
Q: When moving Fast Cavalry or Skirmishers, should I measure from the location of each model before it moves and place 
it anywhere within its Movement Allowance (or double its Movement Allowance if it is marching) ? GW (p68, 77) 
A: Yes. Except when there is a unit or impassable terrain in the way, the distance moved must include 
the distance required to move around these obstacles. 
 
Q: Do all forms of Flaming Attacks cause Fear in war beasts, cavalry and chariots? GW (p69) 
A: Yes, any model that has a Flaming Attack will cause Fear. This includes unit upgrades, models that 
only have ranged flaming attacks and even Wizards with spells that cause Flaming Attacks. 
 
Q: If a Frenzied unit has a magic item that could increase the distance it could charge, or allow a failed charge to be re-
rolled, must it use the item? GW (p70) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Is a character mounted on a monster, chariot or monstrous beast susceptible to the Killing Blow special rule? GW (p72) 
A: No, as the character’s troop type as changes to ‘monster’, ‘chariot’ or ‘monstrous cavalry’ respectively, 
thereby rendering Killing Blow ineffective. Only Heroic Killing Blow will work against these targets. 
 
Q: If a war machine is attacked by a model with the Heroic Killing Blow special rule, and the attacker rolls a 6 to wound, 
are all remaining wounds on the war machine lost? GW (p72) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a model with the Loremaster special rule suffers a Power Drain result from the Miscast table, do they lose spells as 
normal? GW (p72) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When a Monster and Handlers unit suffers a Wound from an attack that causes Multiple Wounds, is the multiplier 
applied after rolling to see who is wounded? GW (p73) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a Monster and Handlers unit is required to take a characteristic test, which values can you use? GW (p73) 
A: You can only use the monsters characteristics; the handlers are ignored for this purpose. 
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Q: When the models in a unit with the Monster and Handlers special rule have different Movement Allowances, which one 
decides how far the unit can move? GW (p73) 
A: The monsters Movement Allowance is used.  
 
Q: If a Monster and Handlers unit is required to take a Leadership test, which Leadership value can you use? GW (p73) 
A: You must use the highest. 
 
Q: When a unit with the Monster and Handlers special rule takes an unsaved Wound from a template or from a 
weapon/ability that can pick out its target; do you still roll a D6 to see if the Wound is inflicted upon the monster or its 
handlers? GW (p73) 
A: Yes you do unless specifically stated otherwise in the unit’s special rules. 
 
Q: Does pivoting on the spot count as movement for the purposes of units, other than war machines, with the Move or Fire 
rule? GW (p73) 
 A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do Poisoned Attacks that wound automatically on a To Hit roll of 5+ or better still need to hit to cause a Wound? 
GW (p73) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Does a Random Move count as a ‘normal’ move for triggering a Dangerous Terrain test?  
A: Yes, unless the model is making a charge, pursuit or flee move, in which case it counts as a move of 
the appropriate type. GW (p74) 
 
Q: Do Stomp or Thunderstomp hits benefit from any other special rules, equipment or magic items of the model that inflicts 
the hits? GW (p76) 
A: No. 
 
Q: When a model has multiple profiles and the Stomp or Thunderstomp special rule, which profile is used to determine the 
Strength of the hit(s)? GW (p76) 
A: You always use the mount’s profile. 
 
Q: What constitutes an action for models that have failed a Stupidity test? For example could a character with a Healing 
Potion drink it? GW (p76) 
A: Everything counts as an action so if you have failed your Stupidity test you can do nothing at all apart 
from bimble forwards the compulsory D6”. 
 
Q: Can a unit that has failed a Stupidity test be forced to move, or perform any other action, by a spell, or other special 
rule/magic item? GW (p76) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If I have a unit of 20 archers, 5 files wide and 4 ranks deep, how many shots would I get using the Volley Fire special 
rule? Would it be 15 (first two ranks plus half of the remaining models, rounding up) or 16 (first two ranks plus half of 
each rank, rounding up)? GW (p78) 
A:15 shots. 
 
Q: When a unit fires using the Volley Fire special rule and not all of the unit can shoot, do you work out how many 
models can shoot in the third and subsequent ranks and then halve the result, rounding up? GW (p78) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Must units with the Vanguard deployment special rule be moved before the roll to see who gets the first turn? GW 
(p78) 
A: Yes. 
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Q: Units that are deployed as Scouts or make a Vanguard move are not allowed to charge if they get the first turn. Does 
this also stop them from charging in the Magic phase? GW (p79) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do units that are deployed as Scouts count toward determining who finished deploying their army first? GW (p79) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Must a unit with Frenzy that is in charge range of an enemy unit on the first turn of the game, take a Leadership test 
due to Berserk Rage if it deployed as Scouts or made a Vanguard move? GW (p79) 
A: No. A Frenzied unit only takes a Leadership test due to Berserk Rage if it can charge. As it is not 
allowed to charge, there is no need to take the test. 
 
Q: If a character is deployed as part of a unit with the Vanguard special rule, can that unit still make its Vanguard move? 
GW (p79) 
A: If the character in question has the Vanguard special rule as well, then yes, they may. Otherwise, no, 
the character’s presence prevents the unit from using Vanguard. 
 
Q: Does Immunity to Killing Blow also give immunity to Heroic Killing Blow? (p72) 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Do Frenzied units that declare a charge need to take a Berserk Rage Leadership test? (p70) 
A: No 
 
Q: What happens if a model with Always Strike First with equal or higher initiative than its enemy attacks an enemy 
model with Always Strike First and Always Strike Last? (p66) 
A: A model with Always Strikes First and Always Strike Last counts as having neither. Furthermore, the 
model cannot gain the benefits/penalties of further instances of Always Strikes First or Always Strikes 
Last. 
 
Q: If a model with the ‘Stupidity’ rule joins a unit without ‘Stupidity’ what happens? (p76) 
A: If a unit contains any model with the Stupidity special rule, then the whole unit is subject to stupidity 
and so is therefore’ Immune to Psychology.’ 
 
Q: Does a Terror test need to be made for units performing an overrun move? (p78) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Does a flaming wound in close combat prevent Regeneration from other non-flaming attacks with the same initiative? 
ETC (p74) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can models grant Hard Cover to members of their own unit against Sniper attacks? Can you combine Sniper with 
Multiple Shots? ETC (p75) 
A: Yes, the targeted model counts as its own, separate unit with regards to cover. Yes. 
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FORMATIONS AND CHARACTERS 
 
Q: Does a character have a troop type? If yes, do all of the rules that apply to that troop type apply to the character? And 
will the character be affected by special attacks or spells that affect that troop type? GW (p96) 
A: Yes to all questions. 
 
Q: If a character is required to join a unit and all units are required to test to see if they are held in reserve or moved on 
from a board edge at the start of a turn, how is this resolved? GW (p97) 
A: Before rolling for any units you must nominate which unit each character that is required to join a 
unit is going to be deployed with and then roll once to determine if they all turn up or all are delayed. 
For example a Skaven army with a Grey Seer on a Screaming Bell is playing against an Orc & Goblin 
army with Skarsnik. The Grey Seer would have to nominate which unit of Clanrats or Stormvermin he is 
joining before any rolls are made to see which units are delayed by Skarsnik. 
 
Q: If a Wizard casts a spell that targets him then leaves the unit, will the spell remain on both the Wizard and the unit? 
GW (p97) 
A: No, once the Wizard has left the unit it will only target him. If he subsequently joins another unit, or 
rejoins the unit he has left, while the spell is still in play then they will benefit from the spell. 
 
Q: Can characters change position inside a unit as part of a normal move? GW (p97) 
A: Yes, as long as they end up in the rank closest to the front of the unit that has a space in. It is also 
worth remembering that even if only the character moves the whole unit will count as moving that turn. 
Having a belligerent officer barge his way through the unit is not conducive to a good round of shooting! 
 
Q: Must a character be moved to the front rank of a unit as soon as a space becomes available? GW (p100) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can a character ‘move through’ a unit he has joined when he leaves it (i.e. can he leave through the side or rear of the 
unit, measuring the move from his starting position)? GW (p101) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a unit containing one or more characters has had its Movement Allowance altered, will this affect a character leaving 
the unit, including if he tries to charge out of it? GW (p101) 
A: Yes, but for that move only. 
 
Q: At what point after a unit has been wiped out do any characters remaining count as having left the unit? GW (p101) 
A: As soon as the last model from the unit has been removed, any remaining characters will count as a 
new unit. Note that this will cause Panic tests to all friendly units within 6” (including the newly formed 
unit of character(s)) as the unit has been destroyed. 
 
Q: Can a character or champion that is part of the crew of a war machine issue or accept a challenge? GW (p102) 
A: No. 
 
Q: After accepting a challenge must the challenged model always move into base contact with the enemy model that issued 
the challenge? GW (p102) 
A: If the challenged model is on his own then he must move into base contact. If the challenged model 
is in a unit he must move as long as it does not require leaving his unit. Where it is not possible for base 
contact to be made then leave the models where they are and simply assume that the two models are in 
base contact. 
 
Q: If, for any reason, a character involved in a challenge ceases to count as a character before the challenge ends (for 
example, if a Chaos model was under the effects of Call To Glory and the spell was ended part way through the challenge) 
what happens? GW (p102) 
A: Complete the challenge as normal this turn. The model which has ceased to be a character must use 
its non-character (and thus probably much reduced) stat-line from the moment the spell ends. At the end 
of the round of close combat the challenge automatically ends.  
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Q: If a model with a Breath Weapon, Stomp or Thunderstomp is in a challenge, can these attacks hit models not in the 
challenge? GW (p102) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can a model in a challenge direct his attacks against an enemy character’s chariot or monstrous mount? GW (p102) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can models not in a challenge direct attacks against the mount of a character that is in a challenge? GW (p103) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can a monster and its rider both shoot in the same shooting phase? GW (p105) 
A: Yes. Additionally, if there are multiple riders they can each shoots 
 
Q: Does a ridden monster benefit from any ward save that its rider possesses or vice versa? GW (p105) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Do units benefit from their General’s Inspiring Presence for the purposes of spells that use Leadership, such as Spirit 
Leech or Okkam’s Mindrazor? GW (p107) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a Battle Standard Bearer has to be placed in the second rank of a unit due to there being no space for them in the 
unit’s first rank, do the effects of the battle standard still apply? GW (p107) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a Battle Standard Bearer who has a magic standard has to be placed in the second rank of a unit due to there being 
no space for them in the unit’s front rank, do the effects of the magic standard still apply? GW (p107) 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: If 2 characters have incompatible base sizes to the unit they are joining, how are they placed? (p98) 
A: They are placed on either side of the unit. A 3rd character with an incompatible base size may not join 
the unit. 
  
Q: If the general character model is killed but his mount survives, do you still receive the +100vp for killing the general? 
A: Yes 
 
Q: When reforming, how do you determine the centre of the unit if the last rank is incomplete? (p14) 
A: A unit with an incomplete last rank is considered to have a complete last rank when determining the 
centre of the unit. 
 
Q: A unit has a model with a deeper base than the unit sitting on one flank, and gets charged to the other flank. Do the 
models count as being in base-to-base contact across the gap? ETC (p48) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What Leadership can a challenge-declining character use in the Break test, if his unit has been killed? ETC (p102) 
A: Only Inspiring Presence from another model. If not in range or if he’s the general, he auto-fails Ld 
tests. 
 
Q: Can Monstrous Infantry claim ranks and be Steadfast while 3 or 4 wide if joined by a character who’s not Monstrous 
Infantry? ETC (p81) 
A: Yes. The BRB uses an unexpected term ‘purely’, which we deem to mean nothing. 
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Q: Can a character join a skirmisher unit if the unit and character have different-sized bases? ETC (p77) 
A: Yes. The character is placed as in a non-skirmishing unit, except he’s roughly half an inch apart from 
the skirmishers. 
 
Q: A spell is cast at a unit with a character, who later leaves the unit. Is he still affected? What if the unit was made of 
characters? ETC (p97) 
A: When he leaves the unit, he ceases to be affected, except for any movement effects for the clearing 
move and Wither, Plague of Rust and Warpflame. Last character remaining keeps any spells. 
 
Q: Can you have a character in your army that has the highest leadership, but is forbidden from being the general due to 
being BSB or other reasons (Assassins, etc.)? ETC (p107) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If BSB breaks from close combat, does any separately targetable mount die as well? ETC (p94) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can you have a different general each game? ETC (p107) 
A: No. A list must have the General listed on it. 
 
Q: How exactly do you place a character whose mount is slain? ETC (p106) 
A: Unless in close combat, place him in the middle of the mount’s base, with the same facing as before. If 
in combat, place him touching as many enemy models he was in contact with before. 
 
Q: Can Beasts of Nurgle, Hammerers, etc. ever get Underdog Challenge points? ETC (p143) 
A: No. They are not champions, despite being able to fight in challenge. 
 
 
BATTLEFIELD TERRAIN 
 
Q: When does the affect of an augment or hex spell end if it is ‘cast’ by a River of Light? And what happens if a spell cast 
by a River of Light affects a unit’s ability to move? GW (p120) 
A: Augment and hex spells last until the start of the Magic phase in their sides next turn – the spell does 
not end in the Magic phase immediately after the Movement phase when it was triggered. Any 
movement effects will not apply until the unit’s next Movement phase – they do not affect movement 
on the turn they are triggered.  
 
Q: If a cavalry, monstrous cavalry or chariot unit charges a unit touching the other side of an obstacle how many models 
need to take a dangerous terrain test ? GW (p123) 
A: Any model touching the obstacle must test. 
 
Q: Can a model move within an inch of a building without garrisoning it? GW (p126) 
A: No.  
 
Q: Does a unit garrisoning a building count as having any ranks at any point? GW (p126) 
A. No. 
 
Q: If a Wizard, in a unit in a building, miscasts and rolls a Dimensional Cascade or Calamitous Detonation result, is the 
Wizard always one of the D6 models hit? GW (p127) 
A. Yes. 
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Q: What happens if a unit that is assaulting a building is itself charged? GW (p127) 
A: The assault on the building is abandoned (move the unit that was assaulting the building backward 1”) 
The two units outside the building are now engaged in combat instead and will fight a round of combat 
this turn. 
 
Q: Can a character that was not one of the ten models chosen to take part in a building assault be one of the models that 
step up to replace casualties suffered in the assault? GW (p128) 
A: No, he is far too busy convincing his soldiers to take his place in the assault to get involved himself. 
 
Q: If a unit that can cast spells as a Wizard (for example Pink Horrors of Tzeentch) is within 3" of a Wizard’s Tower, 
does it gain the Loremaster special rule while it controls the tower as if it were a Wizard? GW (p131) 
A: Yes. 
 
 
CHOOSING YOUR ARMY 
 
Q: It’s not uncommon for special rules or spells to beneficially affect models of a certain type. If my opponent’s army also has 
such models, can they be affected too? What about allied units on my own side? GW (p132 & p136) 
A: Special rules and spells such as this only ever affect friendly units from their own army, and will not 
affect enemy or allied units that happen to be in range. 
 
Q: Do I have to show my opponent my army roster at the start of a battle, or can I wait until the end of the game, which 
means I only need to reveal things like which magic items my characters have taken when I first use them? GW (p132) 
A: If you think this may be an issue, discuss it with your opponent before the game starts. Some players 
prefer full disclosure at the start of the battle, while others prefer to wait until the battle has finished 
before revealing their roster. It is for you and your opponent to decide which method you prefer to use. 
 
 
FIGHTING A WARHAMMER BATTLE 
Q: Can I deploy a unit in Impassable terrain? GW (p142) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can I deploy in Dangerous terrain? What happens to the deployed unit if I do? GW (p142) 
A: Yes. Nothing happens to the unit. 
 
Q: How do I deploy in Mysterious terrain? GW (p142) 
A: Place one model from the unit in the terrain feature, then roll to see what type of terrain it is, then 
deploy the rest of the models in a legal formation and finally resolve any effects the terrain has. Note that 
deploying the unit counts as entering the terrain, but it does not count as moving. 
 
Q: Some special rules, magic items etc. have an effect at the beginning of the battle, or before the game starts. When should 
these effects take place? GW (143) 
A: After both armies are deployed and any Deployment special rules have occurred but before the roll 
for first turn. 
 
Q: If I kill a character but not their mount, do I score victory points for just the character, the character and their mount, or 
must I kill the mount too in order to score any victory points? GW (p143) 
A: You must kill the character and his mount to score any victory points.  
 
Q: Some models can be ‘created’ by spells or special rules during the game. Are such units worth any victory points if 
destroyed? GW (p143) 
A: No, unless their rules specifically say otherwise. 
 
Q: When players roll off to see who deploys first, gets the first turn etc. must the winner deploy first, take the first turn etc.? 
GW (p144-150) 
A: Yes, unless is specifically states that they get to choose. 
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Q: During the random deployment on a Dawn Attack mission, what happens if a unit is unable to deploy where the 
Deployment table says it must, because it will not fit for example? GW (p145) 
A: The unit is placed in reserve and will enter play in the first turn using the rules for reinforcements on 
page 27. 
 
Q. If the watchtower is destroyed in the Watchtower scenario, what victory conditions are used? GW (p150) 
A: The closest unit to the centre of the rubble where the watchtower once stood is the winner. 
 
Q: If we are using an alternative terrain feature in the Watchtower scenario (a hill or forest for example) how do we decide 
who has control of it? GW (p150) 
A: The terrain feature will count as controlled by whichever side has a unit on/inside it. If it is 
unoccupied, the side with a unit closest will count as controlling it. If more than one side has a unit 
on/inside the terrain feature or they are equidistant from the terrain feature, use victory points to 
determine the winner. 
 
 
THE LORES OF MAGIC 
 
Q: Do I get to use Magic Resistance against Wounds caused by lore attributes? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a unit is augmented by Pha’s Protection how does this interact with Shooting attacks that do not specifically target 
a unit? For example a cannon or stone thrower shot? GW (Reference) 
A: Fire the shot as normal. If the template ends up over any models in a unit that have been augmented 
by Pha’s Protection roll a D6. On a 4+ the entire shot is discounted. 
 
Q: If a Wizard casts Throne of Vines with Irresistible Force do they get to ignore the miscast on a 2+ as the miscast 
occurs after the spell is cast? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a Wizard has Throne of Vines cast upon himself and subsequently casts another spell from the Lore of Life, it gains 
additional benefits. Are these additional benefits lost if Throne of Vines is then dispelled? GW (reference) 
A: No. As long as a spell is cast while Throne of Vines is in play then the spell gains the additional 
benefits until the spell ends. 
 
Q: Certain spells, most notably Regrowth from the Lore of Life, allow you to resurrect models that have been killed or 
even add extra models to a unit. What happens if some or all of the models added to a unit do not fit at the back? GW 
(Reference) 
A: Any models that do not have space to be placed at the back of the unit are lost. If, for example, your 
unit has been charged in its rear facing then you would be able to complete the back rank and any excess 
models are lost. 
 
Q: If models are resurrected in a unit that has charged that turn, do the resurrected models count as having charged? GW 
(Reference) 
A: No, but remember that the unit will still count as having charged when working out the combat 
result. 
 
Q: As a standard is lost once its bearer has been killed how does this affect the number of models that can be resurrected by 
Regrowth? For example a unit of 20 Halberdiers have been reduced to 10 models and have lost their standard bearer, 
can they now be increased back to 20 models? GW (Reference) 
A: The unit can still be increased back to 20 models. You can resurrect the model that was carrying the 
standard as a rank and file model. 
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Q: Does the Roiling Skies Lore Attribute require you to successfully cast the spell before its effect can be applied? GW 
(Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What happens if a unit in a building is the target of Wind Blast? GW (reference) 
A: They are considered unable to move and suffer D6 Strength 3 hits. 
 
Q. Once the damage has been resolved from the Comet of Casandora striking on a roll of 4+, are all markers removed 
and does the spell end? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Can Chain Lightning leap onto a unit engaged in close combat? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q. If an enemy unit is affected by the Doom and Darkness spell, and the unit is within the general’s Inspiring Presence 
radius, does the Leadership value conferred by Inspiring Presence suffer the modifier even if the General is not affected? GW 
(Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: When the Transformation of Kadon transforms a Wizard into a monster with a Breath Weapon, how often can 
he use that Breath Weapon? GW (Reference) 
A: A Wizard can use the Breath Weapon up to once each time he has successfully cast the spell (whilst 
he is still transformed of course!). 
 
Q: If a model is transformed, for example by the Transformation of Kadon or Sivejir’s Hex Scroll, do their special 
rules stop working along with their magic items and equipment? GW (Reference) 
A: No. 
 
Q: Can spells that pick out individual models, even if they are in a unit, choose what is hit when targeting a model with 
multiple locations? For example The Fate of Bjuna is cast at an Orc Warboss on a Wyvern, the caster can choose to 
target the Warboss or the Wyvern and it will be resolved against the Toughness of the target. GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a character tries to leave a unit that is affected by the Net of Amyntok (or another similar spell or ability such as a 
Fulminating Flame Cage) including if he tries to charge out of it, is he required to take a Strength test? Also, if the test is 
failed, will any resulting damage hit only the character? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes to both question. Though it is worth noting that a test is not required if he leaves without moving, 
through the Smoke and Mirrors lore attribute for example. 
 
Q: Does Birona’s Timewarp affect units with the Random Movement or other movement special rules? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes, however far they can normally move, it will be doubled. For example, a unit with the Random 
Movement (2D6) special rule rolls a 9. This would then be doubled to 18. 
 
Q: Is a flying unit that is hit by Comet of Casandora also affected by the Roiling Skies lore attribute? GW (Reference) 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: If a unit with the Fly or Hover special rule has its Movement reduced by Melkoth’s Mystifying Miasma, does this 
affect its ground movement, flying movement or both? GW (Reference) 
A: It will affect both.
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